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It is one of the most deeply rooted superstitions of our age that the purpose of 

education is to benefit those who receive it. What we teach in school, what subjects we 
encourage in universities, and the methods of instruction, are all subject to the one 
overarching test: what do the kids get out of it? 

And this test soon gives way to another, yet more pernicious in its effect, but no less 
persuasive in the thinking of educationists: is it relevant? And by “relevant” is invariably 
meant “relevant to the interests of the kids themselves.” From these superstitions have 
arisen all the recipes for failure that have dominated our educational systems: the 
proliferation of ephemeral subjects, the avoidance of difficulties, methods of teaching 
that strive to maintain interest at all costs-even at the cost of knowledge. 

Whether we put the blame on Rousseau, whose preposterous book Emile began the 
habit of sentimentalizing the process whereby knowledge is transferred from one brain to 
another, on John Dewey, whose hostility to “rote learning” and old-fashioned discipline 
led to the fashion for “child-centered learning,” or simply on the egalitarian ideas which 
were bound to sweep through our schools when teachers were no longer properly 
remunerated—in whatever way we apportion blame, it is clear that we have entered a 
period of rapid educational decline, in which some people learn masses, but the masses 
learn little or nothing at all. 

THE	GOAL	OF	KNOWLEDGE	
The superstition that I referred to is, in a certain measure, the opposite of the truth. 

True teachers do not provide knowledge as a benefit to their pupils; they treat their pupils 
as a benefit to knowledge. Of course they love their pupils, but they love knowledge 
more. And their overriding concern is to pass on that knowledge by lodging it in brains 
that will last longer than their own. Their methods are not “child-centered” but 
“knowledge-centered,” and the focus of their interest is the subject, rather than the things 
that might make that subject for the time being “relevant” to matters of no intellectual 
concern. 

Any attempt to make education relevant risks reducing it to those parts that are of 
relevance to the uneducated—which are invariably the parts with the shortest lifespan. A 
relevant curriculum is one from which the difficult core of knowledge has been excised, 
and while it may be relevant now it will be futile in a few years’ time. Conversely 
irrelevant-seeming knowledge, when properly acquired, is not merely a discipline that 
can be adapted and applied; it is likely to be exactly what is needed; in circumstances that 
nobody foresaw. 

The “irrelevant” sciences of Boolean algebra and Fregean logic gave birth, in time, to 
the digital computer; the “irrelevant” studies of Greek, Latin, and ancient history enabled 
a tiny number of British graduates to govern an Empire that stretched around the world, 
while the “irrelevant” paradoxes of Kant’s Critique of Pure Reason caused the theory of 
relativity to dawn in the mind of Albert Einstein. 



It is worth saying all that, not only because the superstitions to which I refer are so 
deeply rooted in our modern ways of thinking, but also because those who adopt them 
will never see the educational value of culture, and will never have a clue as to how it 
might be taught. What does it benefit ordinary children that they should know the works 
of Shakespeare, acquire a taste for Bach, or develop an interest in medieval Latin? All 
such attainments merely isolate a child from his peers, place a veil between his thinking 
and the only world where he can apply it, and are at best an eccentricity, at worst a 
handicap. My reply is simple: it may not benefit the child—not yet, at least. But it will 
benefit culture. And because culture is a form of knowledge, it is the business of the 
teacher to look for the pupil who will pass it on. 

TYPES	OF	KNOWLEDGE	
To make good that reply, however, I must say a little about knowledge. When we say 

that Mary knows something, we imply that her way of thinking and acting is responsive 
to the way things are, so that her judgment is reliable and her actions blessed with 
success. Thus if I say, “She really knows this stuff,” patting a book of physics, you can 
take it that Mary is someone who could tell you the facts about physics. Likewise, when I 
point to her in the dressage arena and say, “She really knows what she is doing,” you will 
infer that, if you follow her example, you too will ride a horse. The topic of knowledge is 
hotly disputed among philosophers, but that much at least is agreed. And it explains why 
knowledge is important, and why human beings have developed procedures and 
institutions for acquiring it and passing it on. 

Knowledge gained is a gain for all of us; knowledge lost, a loss that all must bear. It 
does not matter who possesses the knowledge: the important thing is that it should be 
there, publicly available, and that human beings should know how to recuperate it from 
the common fund. That is what education does for us: it keeps knowledge alive, by 
endowing people with the ability to summon it, either because they have internalized it 
like Mary, or because they have learned to unlock the books and records in which it is 
sequestered. That textbook of physics may contain all the knowledge that we need about 
its subject matter, but without Mary and people like her this knowledge will be lost—and 
maybe lost forever. You and I have a key to that knowledge, which is: “Ask Mary.” But 
unless someone really “knows this stuff,” books and records are no better than the book 
of nature, which stares at us mutely until we rediscover the spell that makes it speak. 

It is sometimes said that we now live in a “knowledge economy,” and that 
“information technology” has vastly increased the extent and accessibility of human 
knowledge. Both claims are false. “Information technology” simply means the use of 
digital algorithms in the transference of messages. The “information” that is processed is 
not information about anything, nor does it have its equivalent in knowledge. It treats 
truth and falsehood, reality and fantasy, as equivalent, and has no means to assess the 
difference. Indeed, as the Internet reveals, information technology is far more effective in 
propagating ignorance than in advancing science. For, in the conquest of cyberspace, 
ignorance has a flying start, being adapted to the habits of idle minds. 

Similarly, the claim that we exist in a “knowledge economy” is entirely unfounded. 
The effect of information technology is to give images precedence over thought and to 
multiply a thousand-fold the noise that fills the space in which ideas are conceived and 
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brokered. Hence, when it comes to the great decisions, noise drowns out the still small 
voice of understanding. It was knowledge that enabled those 1,000 British civil servants 
to govern the vast subcontinent of India, or a comparable number of Roman citizens to 
bring law and order to the entire civilized world. It was knowledge painfully acquired 
from books and acquired in silence—and it was acquired because the competing noise 
had been carefully filtered out by educational institutions that created a common frame of 
reference among those who attended them. America today has several million civil 
servants, engaged in multiplying and perpetuating each others’ mistakes, and the cause of 
this is information. 
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